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Language education at university: what will you gain?

… not only knowledge of grammar and words of a new language but…
… very important transferable skills and this is what employers look for
… learning a new, lesser taught language truly contributes to branding and marketing yourself, and makes you stand out on the job market

“The point about university education is not just utilitarian skills development, I think it is about having a truly rigorous education that stretches the mind and develops in people the ability to analyse problems and to bring different analytical methods to problems and to therefore have a versatile intellectual ability that fits them for all types of employment and self employment…”
UCL Provost Malcolm Grant in an interview to the PI Newspaper,
 Official Newspaper of University College London, No. 31, February, 2011, p. 7.

“I was glad that my daughters studied languages and anthropology. Although I did engineering, I know that when we hire graduates we do not really mind what they studied. They will learn to do their job in the office anyway. What we want is open minded people with a good education who are quick to learn and who are easy to work with.”
Head of Supply and Trading at a major international oil-trading company

“There is evidence that Britain’s language investment is so low that it effectively imposes a heavy tax on British trade”
Former Treasury adviser James Foreman-Peck, professor of economics, Cardiff University
The Times, 7 February 2012

“While demand for linguists is high, students seem unaware of this. […] In the UK, linguists do not always realise their employability, even though a high number get and keep jobs in the crucial first year after university, and they do not see that their horizons are broader than translation or teaching.”
Gaps are appearing in a range of occupations, including spying, marketing, engineering. Historians or other scientists and musicians are shut out of international debates without languages and the ability to read sources in foreign languages. There is a shortage of native-English translators and interpreters in EU institutions. Increasingly the world of business is also dominated by an international elite – multinational, multilingual, at ease anywhere in the world.
Quotation and summary from ‘The world is talking but we are not taking part’
in: The Times, 7 February 2012
Why is it important to identify your skills?
	It helps you to see what you can offer to potential employers and plan your next move.
	It will aid you in seeing beyond the degree title and module content.
	Greater skills knowledge will help to boost your CV and application forms.
What sorts of skills do we have?
Studying for a degree develops a range of skills including:
 critical and analytical thinking  planning and organisation  research methods  time management project management  language skills  advanced IT skills  presentation skills  group/team working
Apart from new foreign language skills studying languages gives you the following specific skills:
	Transcribing and analysing language in fine detail gives you technical skills.
	The presentation of linguistic analysis and data in different formats, such as tables, graphs, matrices, diagrams and reports, gives you good analytical skills and practical written communication skills
	Research skills are developed, especially regarding the accurate collection of data, analysis techniques, using appropriate IT packages will arm you with IT skills
	You acquire excellent communication skills: written communication skills through writing essays in English and also in a foreign language, oral communication through interacting with speakers of another language from a different culture - and throughout the degree programme you study the subject of communication itself. You gain international and intercultural communication experience through a year spent abroad if you wish. International organisations value this.
	Studying translation and critically evaluating translations develops your sensitivity to style, language variation, register, norms, and in general, what is good writing. You can use critical skills and your knowledge about style in any area of study or work, but especially jobs that are based on language (law, media, journalism, publishing, etc.)
	Problem-solving skills are improved through the study of language and its patterns and differences.
	Language learning also involves independent research, both in the country where the language is spoken and online, so it enhances your organisational skills and time management skills. You lear to plan your own work and study.
	Familialising with, and learning a large amount of new words challenges and improves your memory memorisation techniques and enhances your ability to keep in mind and operate with vast amount of information.
	Precision and exactitudes is improved through language learning because you develop an increased sensitivity to spelling, formatting, etc. These come handy in job interviews and tests.
	You also learn to show initiative, explore your creativity and become an independent thinker. 

